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p>This was my second time obtaining a loan and that I had no issue before?? The
Customer Service Rep was concerned that she would have points removed if she
continued the process with the last name?? that is wrong and was very impolite I'm
concerned there is something illegal going on together with ACE and now I will not be
doing business with them after I repay the loan.,I have been going though a wreck with
Ace assessing, took out a loan was not able to repay right away lose my job. But I did
buy it back the very first time did not get paid in letter starting getting calls could not

prove that it was paid it and is still recieving calls. They should take care of their businees
better now that I will go to court that I have a letter that is paid full. Installment loans
should never be advertised by them in case you have manual lines that are misleading.
They think about one account which disqualifies you because you have income When
you have several banks.
Said banner. I had a test stolen in the mail from me. My address was printed on the test. I
live 20 states from where it had been cashed! Do they not test ID's or look at wherever
tests are likely to or come from?
Cant get work why is it people such as both of these girls could be kept and want work
and dont abuse medication. That is BS and something needs to be done about it. But
principle is that the point. They're fraudulent, covetous and I will never do business with
them again.
I only thank God I never obtained a loan out with the creeps.,The cash express in
Wartburg TN needs to have maditory drug tests performed on their own employees. I've
gone into that location on several different dates and days to cover my invoice and there
would be crushed pills up on one of those desks and one of the women is always high on
pot. I've called and registered complaints with no success.online payday loans kentucky
I will never visit these for any thing.,once I went in to cash a check, the man behind the
counter forced me to put $10 to a prepaid card. I whined to the AZ State Attorney
General, and ACE called and said they would send a money purchase for the money I lost
in the first place that I did not want over the card that was stupid. The money order came,
not filled out, so that I can not money.
Cute trick. We don't even have an ACE check cashing location. I utilize a local check
cashing company occasionally on the weekend however that I for sure had to give them
my ID to keep on record in addition to a pay stub along with other private advice like
references, etc.. I'm a payday loan customer in California when it comes to asking
question concerning your account, and this company is extremely rude. When asking
questions concerning installment loans, they aren't useful.
But after studying the Prepayment statment it definitely states. It's time the Texas
Department of Banking acquired a notice on this.,ACE makes too much money to be
using DSL!! I spent the majority of Thanksgiving Eve trying to obtain a payday loan and
was advised Our strategy is down by at least 3 distinct places in the DFW region. Not
only were the stores but they referred us to other places knowing that they all run on the
exact same system. Also, when I was finally able to find some assisance I had been
advised my name was wrong in the machine and that I couldn't get the loan??
I'll do my best to place them out of business because of thieving as well as actions. It is
not a great deal of money 13. Oh and they don't have cameras in their places if you're a
crook, so the crooks can not be identified, this would be the place to rob! Just saying...,I
took out a title loan also that I been spending time. So far so great. But now, when I paid
a payment , I aked the lady or cashier if I could paid the loan before my second date.

She said Oh , paid off your next payment on your due not premature because I would be
losing money.
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